Application
Development

as a Service (ADaaS)
What if you could deliver
new applications rapidly and
custom designed to meet user
requirements at a lower cost?
You can, with

AppSimple™ ADaaS

Pre-built Design Accelerator Modules
Based on our immersive experience building products for customers, we have created
AppSimple’s library of common design modules to deliver high-quality software
significantly faster and at a lower cost than most of our clients can achieve independently.

Technology Expertise
With broad and deep development experience, our AppSimple teams of experts typically
provide a richer pool of expertise than individual client groups, giving those clients a
competitive advantage in application development.

Process Expertise
In addition to technology, our history of application development in an array of environments and need
profiles helped us develop AppSimple best practices to ensure that applications get developed quickly
and efficiently with exceptional quality.
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Our long history with IT
technology has led us to
develop an extensive library
of pre-tested, robust design
modules that typically address
many of the fundamental steps in

In addition to developing the
application, our AppSimple service
handles the QA process and the
ongoing management/maintenance
of the application throughout its
lifecycle.

Our deep, technical IT expertise
combined with our library of
pre-tested design modules
enables AppSimple’s proven
design practices and accelerates
application development.

We also specialize in Big Data,
analytics, and machine learning
giving much broader options for
the capabilities of the application.

We support both piecemeal
and soup-to-nuts development,
tailoring the level of support to
each client’s needs. Whether
an upgrade, custom, cloudintegrated or with API needs, our
application development practice
accommodates your requirements
and parameters.

product development, allowing
AppSimple to streamline the
process, reduce costs, and focus
more on your specific needs.

If you struggle
with creating
and deploying
new applications,
AppSimple can help.
Contact us today for a free
consultation on how we
can turn your application
development into rapid
market success.
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